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HDX-MS has emerged as a powerful tool to interrogate the structure and dynamics of
proteins and their complexes. Recent advances in the methodology and instrumentation
have enabled the application of HDX-MS to membrane proteins. Such targets are chal-
lenging to investigate with conventional strategies. Developing new tools are therefore
pertinent for improving our fundamental knowledge of how membrane proteins function
in the cell. Importantly, investigating this central class of biomolecules within their native
lipid environment remains a challenge but also a key goal ahead. In this short review, we
outline recent progresses in dissecting the conformational mechanisms of membrane
proteins using HDX-MS. We further describe how the use of computational strategies can
aid the interpretation of experimental data and enable visualisation of otherwise intract-
able membrane protein states. This unique integration of experiments with computations
holds significant potential for future applications.

HDX-MS of membrane proteins
Membrane proteins play critical roles in higher organisms and are responsible for diverse cellular
functions such as signalling and molecular transport. Understanding the mechanism underpinning
membrane-related function requires detailed characterisation of membrane protein structure and
dynamics. Impressive advances in high-resolution structural methods such as cryo-electron micros-
copy (EM) and X-ray crystallography, have contributed valuable snapshots of membrane proteins
within lipid environments, including P-glycoprotein [1], betaine transporter [2] and GPCRs [3].
Other emerging structural techniques such as pulsed electron double resonance (PELDOR or DEER)
have contributed invaluable insights into membrane protein structural dynamics [4–6]. While high
resolution structures of membrane nanomachines are undeniably pertinent, our ability to leverage
structure against function, requires us to have access to their conformational changes and functional
states.
Structural MS has emerged as a powerful tool for characterising protein structure and function,

complementing high-resolution methods [7–9]. Over the last decade, progresses in native MS have
allowed the retention of intact membrane protein structures into the gas phase of a mass spectrometer
and more spectacularly, to characterise lipid binding events to such proteins [9–16]. While powerful,
native MS alone, offers little information on protein dynamics. HDX-MS, on the other hand, provides
an extremely sensitive method for interrogating the conformational dynamics of proteins and their
complexes via monitoring the exchange of hydrogens to deuterium [17–19]. The main advantage of
HDX-MS over other biophysical techniques is that it is able to tolerate a wide range of complex envir-
onments (e.g. lipids), able to monitor changes in structure across populations of proteins [20–26], all
while without requiring covalent modification. This is particularly important for membrane-embedded
proteins since introducing modifications can greatly lower expression yield, introduce heterogeneity
and affect protein dynamics [21,27].
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The most functionally relevant information for membrane proteins arises from differential HDX (ΔHDX),
which determines and localises regions of significant structural change between two states of a protein or
complex (e.g. a protein alone compared with protein with ligand) [22,23,28]. This provides a valuable readout
for monitoring the conformational responses of proteins upon stimulation, both temporally and spatially. To
aid the visualisation and interpretation of HDX-MS data, a number of computational software packages includ-
ing Deuteros [29], MemHDX [30], HDX-Viewer [31] have been developed and are readily available to the
community.

HDX-MS in lipid environments
Developments in HDX-MS methodologies have allowed the investigation of membrane protein dynamics under
previously inaccessible conditions and environments. While detergent micelles remain the primary choice for
membrane protein solubilisation, recent advances have enabled the interrogation of membrane protein dynam-
ics in lipid-based environments, reminiscent of their natural conditions [22,26,32]. More specifically, research-
ers have used HDX-MS to probe the structural dynamics of membrane proteins embedded in SMALPs [26],
nanodiscs [20,22] and proteoliposomes [21]. Although HDX is tolerant of lipids and other complex environ-
ments, interfacing lipids with the fast separation and digestions required for HDX-MS can lead to fouling of
the liquid chromatography (LC) and digestion columns. These challenges can be mitigated through a number
of workflow procedures including using a sawtooth LC method, running ‘clean blank’ injections, and pepsin
washes after each lipid-containing sample to minimise the build-up of lipids [32 33]. Extensive details of how
to manipulate the lipid environments surrounding membrane proteins for exploring lipid-mediated conform-
ational changes can be found in a recently published protocol [32]. In this review, we instead focus on advances
in interpreting and functionally characterising HDX-MS experiments, in particular via the combination of com-
putational modelling with experimental observations.

Structural predictions from HDX-MS
Restraint-based modelling using data derived from structural MS methods are becoming increasingly useful for
assembling multi-subunit protein complexes and tracking large-scale conformational changes. Examples of
such utility can be demonstrated across a number of MS hyphenated techniques including chemical cross-
linking (XL)-MS [31,34–36], ion mobility (IM)-MS [37], and native MS [14,38]. There are currently, however,
limited examples of how HDX-MS data can be used in a similar fashion. Below provides a brief summary of
current efforts employed in the modelling of proteins using HDX-MS data.
Structural modelling with HDX-MS typically envisions the leveraging of protein models derived from

various computational methods, against experimental measurements (Figure 1). The objective of these
approaches is to assess HDX-MS data collected from an experimental state of the protein (e.g. protein with
ligand) against predicted data for each modelled conformation, and thereby identify or generate three-
dimensional models that agree with the experimental observations. Integrating HDX-MS data directly into a
computational modelling process can thereby provide a conduit between the structure of the protein target, its
particular conformation within the experimental state, and the function of the protein. The accuracy of any
integrative modelling method depends upon the suitability of sampling of protein conformations, and the
accuracy of the equations and assumptions used to predict experimental observables from structural models.
The suitability of different methods of model generation, HDX protection factor calculation, and rationale
behind amide exchange have been evaluated by several key studies.
Recent work by Devaurs et al. [39] demonstrated how HDX-MS data can be used to select for accurate con-

formational representations of the immune complement protein C3d. In this study, Devaurs et al. systematically
compare the suitability of models from various sources, in corroborating with experimental measurements.
Models of C3d were obtained from either crystal structures, molecular dynamics simulations or generated from
coarse-grained conformational sampling. The commonly used phenomenological approximation method
[40,41] was used to simulate deuterium uptake metrics from these models and were compared with experimen-
tal values. The authors observed that the best agreement was obtained from models generated via coarse
grained conformational sampling, highlighting that adequate conformational sampling is a prerequisite for
agreement of predicted and observed deuterium exchange.
A study by the Gross lab [42] combined XL-MS and HDX-MS to generate a structure of Interleukin 7 in

complex with its cognate α-receptor IL-7Rα. The authors showed that only a few cross-links are needed to gen-
erate high confidence structures, but note that this is largely dependent on system in question. The authors
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performed cross-link guided docking using each combination of cross-links to generate candidate models. Two
areas were identified from differential HDX-MS to be protected upon binding of IL7 to receptor.
Multiple methods of deriving in silico protection factor (PF) or deuterium uptake exist. For each backbone

amide, the PF quantifies the degree to which the observed deuterium exchange rate is reduced compared with
the intrinsic (unprotected) amide exchange rate, as a result of the protein fold [43]. There are several methods
of predicting PF, but all use the thermodynamic concept that PF represents the equilibrium constant for local
protein unfolding that results in exposure of the amide to solvent and subsequent possibility for exchange. PF
prediction methods can be broadly clustered into one of two categories. The first group are methods that use
structure-based scoring functions as a proxy for the ΔG of local unfolding. For example, the widely used phe-
nomenological approximation estimates PF as a function of the number of hydrogen bonds and the number of
non-hydrogen atoms within a radial distance threshold of the amide hydrogen [40,41]. The second category of
predictions directly derive equilibrium constants from a structural ensemble, for example by counting fractional
populations of ‘closed’ and ‘open’ states for each amide position from MD simulations [44], or sampling of the
unfolded and folded protein states by methods such as COREX [45].
One study by Mohammadiarani et al. [46], aimed to assess the accuracy of HDX-MS prediction models by

comparing seven different models of calculating PF for the same protein datasets. Mohammadiarani et al. per-
formed simulations of 3 homologous G-protein signalling proteins (RGS4, RGS8 and RGS19) and assessed the
performance of each method in matching experimental measurements. The authors conclude that fractional-
population models outperform commonly used empirical models such as phenomenological approximation. Of
note, the authors describe that the inclusion of solvent accessible surface area (SASA) together with a distance
measurement between amide hydrogens from the first polar atom in proteins, provides an accuracy boost to PF
approximations.
In another study, McAllister and Konermann review to what extent experimentally observed HDX could be

rationalised through hydrogen bonding or solvent accessibility [47]. The authors perform molecular dynamics
simulations of ubiquitin, monitoring each amide position over the course of the simulation. Interestingly,

Figure 1. Methods of comparison between simulated and experimental HDX.

(a) Protein structures representative of experimental HDX conditions can be leveraged against models generated from conformational sampling

techniques. (i) Molecular dynamics simulations or (ii) dihedral space sampling can be used to generate diverse conformational ensembles (iii). (iv,v)

Protection factors (typically used as the natural logarithm of the protection factor; lnP) can be simulated from models and averaged across

trajectories to provide ensemble-averaged approximations that can be compared with experimental HDX values. (b) Docking methods relying on (i)

structural complementarity or guided by experimental restraints can be used to generate libraries of candidate models (ii). (iii,iv) Simulated protection

factors for bound vs unbound states can be compared with experimentally calculated values and used to score plausible models.
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McAllister and Konermann found that while most of the protons could be accounted for through either
conformation-induced changes in hydrogen bonding or solvent accessibility, protons at 15 sites were
unaccounted for. They further analysed the solvation properties of protected and unprotected surface amides
and found no differences, suggesting that restricted waters are unlikely to cause anomalous protection of
amides. The authors finish with the outlook that it may be time to pursue quantum mechanical calculations of
proteins and look at protein–solvent interactions.

MD and HDX-MS
An area of intense interest is the combined exploitation of HDX-MS and MD simulations to monitor the con-
formational dynamics of proteins and their complexes. The marriage of HDX-MS and MD has led to fruitful
discoveries for soluble proteins, for example in the areas of cellular GTPases [48], aggregation of prion proteins
[49] and how ions can modulate protein function [50]. HDX-MS and MD has also been applied to membrane
proteins. Zhang et al. [51] utilised crystallography to resolve the inactive conformation of the glucagon receptor
(GCGR; a GPCR). The authors perform MD simulations to gain a representative model of the apo-GCGR and
perform HDX-MS to probe the dynamics of the receptor in complex with mAb1 and mAb23 antibodies, which
act as antagonist and inverse agonists of the GCGR, respectively. Using differential HDX-MS, the authors were
able to assign both the binding regions of mAb1 and mAb23 to GCGR, and also identify differences between
the HDX-MS profiles of mAb1 and mAb23-bound complexes. The authors collate these findings to describe
the structural basis for how binding of mAb1 and mAb23 to GCGR lead to their pharmacological effects.
Similarly, Podobnic et al. combined crystallography with HDX-MS and modelling to gain insights into the

structure and dynamics of the lysenin membrane pore assembly [52]. Membrane pores formed from pore-
forming toxins (PFTs) are powerful molecules that, when assembled in a cell membrane, result in cell death or
other detrimental effects. In their article, Podobnic et al. reveal the crystal structure of the lysenin membrane pore
formed as a homononameric assembly of lysenin protomers. The arrangement of the lysenin pore assembly fea-
tures a large bulbous extracellular domain, embedded into the membrane bilayer by a β-barrel which functions as
a porous channel. The authors demonstrate a second utility of HDX-MS by using it as an independent method
of diagnosis for the correct shape and position of the membrane pore when extracted from liposomes. The
authors observe little to no exchange occurring in the transmembrane regions of the assembly, presumably due to
the low solvent accessibility of these regions, while high exchange occurs in the extracellular domain. These obser-
vations were used to rationalise that the membrane pore assembly was preserved in the correct orientation. To
understand the mechanism of pore formation, the authors perform MD simulations to identify the modes of
flexibility of the individual lysenin protomers and parallel their findings with further HDX-MS. Flexible hinge
points identified from MD readily underwent deuterium uptake, corroborating with their hypothesis that flexibil-
ity of the tongue region of each lysenin monomer contributes to the assembly pathway of the membrane pore.
Continuing on membrane proteins, a recent protocol combined HDX-MS and MD simulations to investigate

the role of lipids in modulating the conformational dynamics of membrane proteins from the Major facilitator
superfamily of transporters, namely XylE, LacY and GlpT [22,32] (Figure 2). HDX-MS data was first collected
for various membrane proteins reconstituted in lipid nanodiscs with tuneable compositions. Explicit solvent
atomistic MD simulations were carried out to determine putative sites of protein–lipid interaction. The identi-
fied sites were then tested through further HDX-MS combined with site directed mutagenesis. Corey et al. [53]
integrated MD simulations with HDX-MS to monitor interactions in SecYEG and SecA interactions modulated
by ATP. The authors observe that the cytoplasmic cavity of SecA widens when ATP is bound. They further per-
formed explicit solvent atomistic simulations of the SecA-SecYEG and observe that the widening is paralleled
by a reduced degree of pre-protein secondary structure compared with the external cavity. This was diminished
in the ADP bound state, suggesting that ATP is used to control secondary structure formation of the pre-
protein. On the same system Ahdash et al. utilised HDX-MS to study the interactions between SecA and
SecYEG as a function of ATP/ADP binding [54]. Authors re-analyse an MD trajectory of the SecYE and SecA
loaded with a stretch of pre-protein and analyse the size of the two pores of SecYE. Results indicated that
ATP-binding leads to the constriction of the cytoplasmic side of the SecYE pore.
In another important study Nielsen et al. [25] studied the Na+ and dopamine-induced conformational

dynamics of DAT from Drosophila (dDAT) using HDX-MS and MD simulations. The authors performed
explicit solvent atomistic simulations of dDAT, in DDM detergent micelle and in 3:1:1:1 ratio bilayer of POPC,
POPE, POPG and cholesterol. They found that the dynamics of dDAT in the two environments are similar,
indicating that a detergent micelle ex silico is likely representative of the native protein.
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Komives et al. [55] developed a new workflow for pairing ‘accelerated MD’ (AMD) simulations with experi-
mental peptide-length HDX-MS data to identify the structural motions associated with transition to exchange-
competent states. From the AMD simulations, the authors gathered dynamical information for motions typic-
ally observed on millisecond timescales, far beyond the timescales accessible to conventional MD. A free-energy
reweighting protocol was then applied to calculate the free-energy weighted (i.e. equilibrium) population statis-
tics for each conformer identified in the simulation. Free-energy weighted ensembles were then analysed in
terms of local contacts and surface accessibility of each amide proton to classify exchange-competent and non-
competent conformations. The subsequently generated exchange propensity map showed likelihood of
exchange for each amide proton from the equilibrium protein dynamics on the microsecond timescale, and
agreed well with observed HDX in the fast limit.
Adhikary and colleagues investigated the LeuT protein, a thermostable eubacterial neurotransmitter:sodium

symporter homologue [20]. LeuT is a frequently used model system to study the conformational mechanism of
mammalian neurotransmitter transport. Point mutations of LeuT are a useful tool to shift the transporter con-
formational ensembles between outward- and inward-facing states and have been used to explore LeuT struc-
ture with a number of techniques including X-ray crystallography, cysteine accessibility, and solution
spectroscopy. To explore LeuT dynamics, the authors reconstituted wild-type and mutant transporters in lipid
nanodiscs and subjected them to HDX-MS. The outward and inward-open conformational ensembles of LeuT
were mimicked in silico through atomistic MD simulations, and residue protection factors were predicted dir-
ectly from the MD structural ensembles as a function of the hydrogen bonds and local contacts around each
amide hydrogen [40]. Wild-type LeuT HDX-MS at the peptide level correlated well with predicted HDX from
outward-facing ensembles, while mutant HDX-MS correlated well with inward-facing ensembles. HDX-MS
therefore corroborates existing evidence for LeuT conformation but also allows the interrogation of transporter
dynamics with far greater structural coverage and resolution than previous methods.
Pester and co-workers studied the dynamics of amyloid-β (Aβ) peptide by combining HDX-MS, MD simula-

tions, circular dichroism and NMR [56]. Aβ peptides produced after intramembranal cleavage of the amyloid

Figure 2. Cross-talk between HDX-MS and MD simulations allow probing of lipid-modulated conformational changes of membrane

proteins.

(a) Membrane proteins can be embedded into nanodiscs of controlled lipid compositions and subjected to differential HDX-MS. (b and c)

Differential HDX-MS can reveal regions of conformational change, induced by differences in environmental lipids. (d and e) Atomistic microsecond

simulations of membrane proteins in lipid environments identical with the experimental setup can be used to reveal protein–lipid interaction

hotspots. (f ) Protein residues interacting with lipids can be mutated and further tested in differential HDX-MS to test hypotheses.
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precursor protein (C99) by γ-secretase. Cleavage is thought to occur only when C99 is a homodimer. HDX-MS
performed on C99 showed that homodimerisation domain exchanges much quicker than the C-terminal cleav-
age site. MD simulations were performed to investigate the backbone dynamics of dimeric C99 in the presence
of lipids and revealed a flexible hinge point between the dimerization and cleavage sites.
Although these successful studies demonstrate the possibility for molecular simulations to add valuable struc-

tural insights to HDX-MS experiments, quantitative interpretation of HDX-MS is often fraught with difficulty
owing to the multiple sources of uncertainty (experimental, structural sampling, and predictive model)
involved. To overcome these limitations, so-called ‘ensemble refinement’ techniques are frequently used to
couple biophysical data to simulations in a statistically robust fashion, accounting for the uncertainties present
in both the observed and predicted data [57]. Very recently, these approaches have been actively extended to
HDX-MS data. Voelz et al. [58] used lengthy biased simulations and Markov state modelling to generate con-
formational ensembles of apo-myoglobin with a broad range of predicted HDX-MS. Using a Bayesian inference
approach they then extract the most probable thermodynamical ensemble in agreement with both experimental
HDX-MS and NMR chemical shift data, and identify the statistically most likely sub-populations of conform-
ational states. In another recent study, the Forrest and Faraldo-Gómez groups developed a
maximum-entropy-based procedure to reweight a mixed ensemble of structures to best fit a given set of target
HDX-MS data [59]. In developing the method they show that the well-used phenomenological model for pre-
dicting HDX protection factors can discern between protein conformations with a high degree of structural
fidelity, including in situations with limited experimental peptide coverage or low resolution. They exemplify
the approach by re-interpreting the LeuT experimental HDX-MS data of Adhikary et al. and again ultimately
identify outward- and inward-facing conformational populations of wild-type and mutant LeuT in agreement
with other biophysical data. As HDX-MS experiments are more widely used to probe the functional mechan-
isms of biomolecules, we anticipate these methodologies will become more important to make quantitative,
unbiased, and statistically robust interpretations of the observed data.
While these representative studies showcase the depth and breadth of applications and methodologies used

in combining HDX-MS with MD, they are not in any way exhaustive. For more information, we suggest a
number of excellent reviews [33,60–62].

Conclusions and future outlook
We have outlined here recent advances in structural predictions from HDX-MS and molecular modelling tools.
While such advances have led to novel insights and applications, in particular with respect to membrane pro-
teins, it is worth noting that these methods remain in their infancy. Going forward, a key challenge worth
noting is the discrepancy between the timescales of the experimental HDX-MS measurements and those repre-
sented by molecular simulations. While ongoing developments in microfluidics have enabled sub-second
experiments, these remain well above the microsecond range achieved by atomistic level simulations. The utility
of pairing together HDX-MS and molecular simulations is evident from the studies included in this review.
Overall, the continued marriage between HDX-MS and molecular modelling, offers immense potential to solve
current and future problems in resolving the complex and dynamic motions of biomolecules for medical and
structural biology.

Perspectives
• HDX-MS in combination with data-driven modelling can probe dynamic mechanisms under-

lying membrane protein structure and function

• While the merging of HDX-MS and molecular simulations remains a powerful combination,
currently there are discrepancies associated with timescales and methodologies for integrat-
ing experiments with modelling.

• Continuing improvements in HDX-MS and molecular modelling, poses the immense potential
to address future problems in understanding increasing large and dynamic motions of biomo-
lecules important for human health and disease.
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